Committee votes may change jail plan

Drug costs outpacing inflation

Area’s economy outranks those of Bolivia, Jordan

Shooter kills two in Seattle, still at large
Kinkel’s note includes apology for murders

Dr. Robert B. Hare, a psychology professor at the University of Chicago who developed the ‘harcavore’ personality profile, said Friday that he does not believe in the existence of a ‘copycat’ killer.

However, he did say that the killer is likely to have been influenced by the media.

Weather delays recovery efforts until weekend

The recovery efforts for the area hit by the tornado on Oct. 12, 1998, have been delayed due to the weather.

Goal/Project has been plagued by setbacks

The city of Green Bay has been working on a project to improve the city’s infrastructure.

Letter/Annexation concerned Lawrence

The annexation of Lawrence by the city of Green Bay has been a contentious issue.

Flight 990 dove, then climbed before crash, analysis shows

The analysis of the flight data from Flight 990 shows that the plane dove before the crash.

Report outlines economic roles of metro areas

Cities account for 84 percent of the nation’s economic activity.

Millennium Moment

The “Great State” of 1938

The economic and social changes that occurred in the 1930s are highlighted in this article.

Powell tells students to finish their education

The article discusses the importance of finishing education for students.